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Commentaires de présentation
Good morning. This is my first time presenting in English at a conference, hopefully it will go well. My co-author, Isabelle Brault could not be here today. I want to acknowledge the fact that without her participation in this project, this presentation would probably be only about "graphic medicine in the library".  “Graphic medicine from library to classroom” is about comics in a medical library and as teaching material in health sciences.
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
I will first define graphic medicine and how it can be used in health sciences education. Then I will talk about the collection at the Health Sciences Library and the steps that were taken to integrate graphic narratives in health sciences courses.



Graphic medicine can be defined as the use of comics (graphic 
narratives) in health sciences education and patient care. 
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GRAPHIC NARRATIVES IN HEALTH SCIENCES 

EDUCATION 

http://www.graphicmedicine.org/ 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Graphic medicine can be defined as the use of comics in health sciences education and patient care. This illustration is from the Graphic Medicine website which was started in 2007 by a British family physician, Ian Williams. He is also an artist and a graphic novelist. He is the one who coined the term "graphic medicine".



Graphic narratives about personal experiences of illness 
from patients and their families can be used to illustrate:  

distress  

empathy  

and collaboration between family members and health 
professionals  

and thus give students a broader experience of health and 
illness. 

Graphic medicine in education 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Graphic narratives about personal experiences of illness can be used to illustrate distress, empathy and collaboration between family members and health professionals in order to give students a broader experience of health and illness.



It could also help students improve their observational and 
interpretive skills. 

 
"To read a comic effectively, you must understand not only what is 
overtly seen and said but also what is implied. This is because 
much of the action takes place outside the boundaries of comic 
panels in the blank space known as the gutter. Thus, readers of 
comics, like doctors in the exam room, must determine meaning 
by inferring what happens out of sight and without words." 

Green MJ, Myers KR. Graphic medicine: use of comics in medical education 
and patient care. BMJ 2010;340: 574-7. 

 

 

Graphic medicine in education 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
It could also help students improve their observational and interpretive skills as "to read a comic effectively, you must understand not only what is overtly seen and said but also what is implied".  This citation is taken from an article by Dr Michael Green who is a professor at Penn State University. He has been teaching a course on comics and medicine to fourth-year medical students for several years.In March this year, Dr Green published a graphic narrative entitled "Missed it" in Annals of Internal Medicine.  It was well received by readers (received good comments) and it was probably the first time a “very serious and prerstigious clinical journal” used the graphic story format.The editor-in-chief said the journal will be using the graphic story format in a coming series on patient safety.  She said “We found it a compelling way to highlight some of the issues covered in this series”.In the following slides I will present excerpts from some graphic narratived that illustrate the patient perspective on illness and care.



From 12 mois sans intérêt  ©2007, Catherine Lepage & Mécanique générale, Montréal. Reprinted 
with permission. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This one is from a comics by Catherine Lepage, (12 months without interest: the diary of a depression)«I FEEL ALL ALONE with MY problem»



From 12 mois sans intérêt  ©2007, Catherine Lepage & Mécanique générale, Montréal. Reprinted with 
permission. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
From the same book:”Me” “Depression”



From Tangles: A Story about Alzheimer’s, my mother, and me, copyright © by Sarah Leavitt. Calgary: 
Freehand Books, an imprint of Broadview Press. Reprinted with permission. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This one is from Tangles: A story about Alzheimer's, my mother, and me, by Sarah Leavitt. In this page, the author remembers how her mother was before she got sick. From the last 2 panels: « She felt a strong kingship with trees, especially maples. Mom loved all of nature, plants, worms, rocks, soil. She did not seem to feel separate from it as most people did. »



From Tangles: A Story about Alzheimer’s, my mother, and me, copyright © by Sarah Leavitt. Calgary: 
Freehand Books, an imprint of Broadview Press. Reprinted with permission. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This is the following page. The way her mother is now with the diseaseOne day there was a wasp ont the front porchIt was crawling along in front of momShe reached her foot out and stepped on the wasp then ground her foot back and forth, back and forth.She didn't stop until the wasp was a black smearI caught myself wondering what mom though of herself. « I realized that part of me believed the real mom lived somewhere else, unchanging, immortal, observing the new mom. »



From Mom's Cancer, copyright © by Brian 
Fies.: Abrams ComicArts, an imprint of Harry 
N. Abrams, Inc. Reprinted with permission. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This one is from Mom’s cancer. From the medical team :“Call immediately if you notice anything unusual » I have a headache -Don’t worry about it.  At her next visit: I had a deep cough (kof) WHAT ! You should have called! … And so on, From the last panel : She’s wrong when she complains and wrong when she doesn’t.  Either way, she feels stupid. 



From Paul à Québec ©2009, Michel Rabagliati et Les 
éditions de la Pastèque, Montréal. Reprinted with 
permission. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This one if from Paul à Québec by Michel Rabagliati. This book was translated under the title The Song of Roland.    Roland is in palliative care and this panel illustrate his last night. He hasn’t been communicating in any way for a while. His family is having a last candlelight dinner in his presence and they put his favorite music (Jessie Norman) and you can see that he starts beating time.



Graphic medicine is a recent form of narrative medicine 
which has been part of medical education for many 
years through the use of novels, films and television 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
That gave you some examplesGraphic medicine is a recent form of narrative medicine which has been part of medical education for many years through the use of novels, films and television.You might be familiar with the Literature, Arts and Medicine Database (that contains 3000 annotations on  art works, films, books) in order to help using this material in medical education. You will find only a few graphic narratives (4) in there: Epileptic, Cancer Vixen, Mom's cancer, but, hopefully, there will be more soon.



COMICS AT THE MEDICAL LIBRARY  

Context : 
 Embedded librarian in the committee for 

the renewal of the undergraduate medical 
education curriculum at UdeM. 

 Very strong patient-partnership approach 
of the Medical Faculty. 

 Implementing a  new reading area in the 
library 

 ...and a lifelong love for comic books. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Now a few words about the context that lead me to develop a comics collection at the medical library.1) First, I had the chance to be an embedded librarian in the committee for the renewal of the MD curriculum.  I attended their meetings nearly every Wednesday morning for 8 months. That made me aware of  the major changes that were happening in medical education.One of the most important document they were using was a report from the Carnegie Foundation : Educating physicians. One of the 17 recommendations in this report reads as : "engage learners with a more comprehensive perspective on patients' experience of illness and care".2) a very strong patient-partnership approach of the Medical Faculty. The faculty have an Office of the Patient Partner Expertise, that ensures that the patients and patient perspective are present throughout the curriculum.3) Also, we were planning a  new reading area in the library .4) Finally, I do have a lifelong love for comics.



The comics collection 
 40 comics ordered during the 2011 Fall semester 

 27 graphic medicine narratives 

 5 graphic narratives in science 

 8 humorous or adventurous stories in a medical or scientific 
context 

 25 comics in French, 15 in English 

 
 

 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
40 comics were ordered during the 2011 Fall semester. 27 graphic medicine narratives5 graphic narratives in science8 other comics in  a medical or scientific context25 comics in French, 15 in English



Collection development tools 

 Graphic medicine site http://www.graphicmedicine.org/  

 BDMédicales site http://www.bdmedicales.com/  

 Articles on graphic medicine 

 Public libraries and bookstores ! 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
I used new development tools.The Graphic medicine site  has book reviews, podcasts from their annual conference and lots of great stuffArticles on Graphic medicine.For the French books, there is BDmedicale but the French Canadians authors are not covered by this site.  Public libraries, bookstore, general comics web sites.

http://www.graphicmedicine.org/
http://www.bdmedicales.com/


Graphic Medicine narratives – Overview 
of topics in our collection 

 Depression (2) 

 Drug dependence  

 Epilepsy (2) 

 Leukemia  

 Mourning (6) 

 Palliative care  

 Spina bifida 

 

 

 

 

 

 Aids (2) 

 Alzheimer’s disease  

 Autism  

 Bipolar disorder  

 Borderline 
personality disorder 

 Cancer (11) 

 Childhood diseases 
and disorders (7) 

 

 

 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
an overview of topics in our collection of graphic medicine narratives.  11 on cancer, 7 Childhood diseases and disorders and quite a few on mental illnesses



 Books catalogued and ready to go in the library reading 
area by the 2012 Fall semester. 

 Publicity campaign planned for the beginning of the 
semester :  
 Library website, posters, library welcome booth, emails to 

student associations in health sciences, etc.  

 Our communication librarian showed interest in promoting it 
throughout campus. 

 

The Collection in the Library 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We had the books catalogued and ready to go in the library reading area by this Fall semester.And we were planning a publicity campaign: Library website, posters, library welcome booth, emails to student associations in health sciences, etc. Our communication librarian showed interest in promoting it throughout campus



Financial crisis  

 In September 2012, Québec universities entered a financial 
crisis and the libraries were deeply affected by the 
situation. 

 

 It was decided that the timing for launching a publicity 
campaign on a comic books collection at the medical 
library was most untimely, considering we were not sure 
we could even buy new editions of the course reserve 
books.  

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
But in September 2012, Québec universities entered a financial crisis and the libraries were deeply affected by the situation.It was decided that launching a publicity campaign on a comic books collection at the medical library was most untimely; considering we were not sure we could even buy new editions of the course reserve books



INTEGRATION IN THE CURRICULUM 
 

In light of the situation, 
the librarian decided that 
the only way to justify the 
investment, in a budget 
cut period, and keep this 
collection growing would 
be to define it as teaching 
material  at Université de 
Montréal. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
I was very disappointed by this and I realised that the only way to keep this collection growing would be to have it define as teaching material in health sciences courses. 



Step 1 Toward integration : 
  
 Collect usage data 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Step 1 toward integration : I wanted feedback from the readers. The books were put in display in the new reading area and A short survey was printed on bookmarks that were inserted in the books



Survey 
 Length of time: 16 weeks  

 Number of questionnaires 
completed :  38  

 Questionnaires completed by 
health sciences students : 15 

 Questionnaires respondents 
very positive : 
 All in favor of a comics 

collection at the medical 
library 

 Great comments  

 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The survey went on for 16 weeks We had 38 of them completed 15 completed by health sciences studentsQuestionnaires respondents were very positive:All in favor of a comics collection at the medical library.And we got great comments



I LOVED THIS 
COMIC BOOK ! 

Comments from respondents from health 
sciences departments 

It is a good idea to 
promote Québec 
comic books. 

I share the  comics 
with my family. 
Super !   

Yes !!! Please add more 
patients narratives and 
also novels related to 
medicine. 

Please add Alison 
Bechdel books to the 
collection. 

This is a good addition 
to the medical library 
collection. 

Very interesting for some 
courses. You have a 
great collection. Very interesting !  

I enjoy having adult 
comics, especially in 
health.  
    THANK YOU! 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
My favorite one is not there because it came from a Biological sciences student who read one of the science narrative (The Manga guide for molecular biology) :  he/she wrote "you are so cool"



Circulation Statistics  

 October 1st 2012 to March 31st 2013  
Graphic medicine narratives (27 titles)  

 49 loans 

 34 renewals 
 
 

 

 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Circulation statistics: for a period of 6 months: 49 loans, 34 renewals



Step 2 Toward Integration: Reaching 
Faculty 

Link to the graphic medicine collection added by a professor 
of physiotherapy to a class outline (PHT1301 Introduction à la 
physiothérapie) : 

 "...students need to review a book, movie or art 
work that give them  a different view of  health 
professional-patient relationship, disability, or 
the role of a natural caregiver." 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
A Link to the graphic medicine collection was added by a professor of physiotherapy to a class outline as  in this mandatory first year course: "...students need to review a book, movie or art work that give them  a different view of  health professional-patient relationship, disability, or the role of a natural caregiver."



Step 2 Toward Integration: Reaching 
Faculty 

Partnership between the librarian and the Nursing professor 
president of the committee for the revision of the e-learning 
modules for the  interprofessional education (IPE) curriculum. 

 
Each of the three health and social services 
interprofessional courses (CSS1900, CSS2900, 
CSS3900) reach more than 1000 students annually 
across UdeM faculties of Nursing, Medicine, 
Pharmacy, Dentistry, the Psychology and the 
Social Works departments and the School of 
Optometry. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
I have been working since last summer with a committee who is doing the revision of the e-learning modules for the IPE currriculum.  There are three courses in this curriculum and each of them reach more than 1000 students. The courses are in three parts : e-learning modules, a preparatory activity in each Faculty or department and an interprofessional workshop. As wew were looking for ways to make those modules more interesting and livery I suggested using excerpts from the graphic narrativesIsabelle Brault, my co-author who is presiding this committee was vey interested by this and she borrowed 4 of the books.



IPE curriculum  preparatory activity with 
Nursing students : use of a graphic narrative 

 A graphic 
narrative about 
the illness of a 
child was used 
to help nursing 
students 
prepare for an 
IPE interfaculty 
workshop 

From Une chance sur un million. ©2010 Duran – Giner Bou 
– Dargaux Bénélux. Reprinted with permission. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
She was very moved by this one (one in a million), she wrote to the author to tell her how much she loved it  and ask if she could use it in a preparatory activity with her nursing students for an IPE workshop based on a clinical case with a child. The book was used to give students the perspective of the parents of a sick child.



IPE curriculum : E-learning Modules 

 Graphic medicine narratives will be integrated into the e-
learning modules of the IPE curriculum. 

 Excerpts have been selected to illustrate partnership with 
patients. 

 Other excerpts might be selected as the revision of the e-
learning modules goes on. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Graphic medicine narratives will be integrated into the e-learning modules of the IPE curriculum.Excerpts have been selected to illustrate partnership with patients.And other excerpts might be selected as the revision of the e-learning modules goes on.



IPE Curriculum : E-learning Modules 

From Une chance sur un million. ©2010 
Duran – Giner Bou – Dargaux Bénélux. 
Reprinted with permission. 

Bobby Baker, Wellcome Images; 
Copyrighted work available under Creative 
Commons 

Excerpts selected  to illustrate the module on partnership with patients 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Examples of excerpts selected by Isabelle and I to illustrate the module on partnership with patients. They will be submitted with other excerpts to the committee



Step 2 Toward Integration: Reaching 
Faculty 

 Other health sciences courses teaching empathy and 
partnership with patients have been identified. 

 Professors have been contacted through emails to raise 
awareness of the collection’s potential as teaching 
material.  

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Other health sciences courses teaching empathy and partnership with patients have been identified.Professors have been contacted through emails to raise awareness of the collection’s potential as teaching material. I did not received feedback from these emails. We will try another approach



Conclusion 

 Comics have been integrated 
in courses. 

 More work has to be done to 
make professors and 
students aware of this 
collection and its potential as 
learning material. 

 The library will continue 
adding titles to this collection. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
As a conclusion:  Comics have been integrated in courses.More work has to be done to make professors and students aware of this collection and its potential as learning material. We will continue adding titles to this collection.The illustration is a poster that was made for the winter semester, it is only posted in the library at the moment but, hopefully, we will be able to do a bit more publicity this coming year.

http://atrium.umontreal.ca/primo_library/libweb/action/dlSearch.do?institution=UM&vid=UM&group=GUEST&onCampus=false&lang=fre&loc=local,scope:%28%22UM%22%29&tab=default_tab&indx=1&query=usertag,contains,sante+ET+detente
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